Pinckney fracture: do not underestimate trauma of
the distal phalanx of the hallux
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SUMMARY
Toe injuries are common in the emergency department
and most of them are treated conservatively. In some
circumstances, these injuries can present as a physeal
fracture with concomitant soft-tissue injury affecting
the nail bed and resulting in a hidden open fracture. To
adequately treat these patients, a high index of suspicion
is needed to diagnose and treat the open fractures and
to prevent complications such as infection, osteomyelitis,
malunion and premature physeal arrest.
We report a case of a patient that was admitted to the
hospital with a Salter-Harris type I fracture of the distal
phalanx of the hallux. After confirming the diagnosis,
antibiotic treatment was started and the fracture was
reduced and fixed.
The literature on this entity is sparse and most of
the management protocols are based on its hand
equivalent—the Seymour fracture, emphasising the low
threshold for treating these lesions as an open fracture.

BACKGROUND
This case report highlights that not every stubbed
toe in the paediatric population is straightforward.
Therefore, clinicians should be aware not only of
the possibility of a physeal injury but also of the high
probability of a nail bed soft tissue injury, resulting
in an open fracture that requires early treatment to
prevent morbidity and increased treatment costs.

CASE PRESENTATION
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A 12-year-old patient was admitted to the emergency department of a paediatric hospital with pain
and oedema of the hallux with partial nail detachment, following a stubbed trauma during martial
arts practice. The radiographs were initially interpreted as negative because an oblique view was
performed (figure 1) instead of a true lateral, which
could have led to a misjudged diagnosis. Due to the
high clinical suspicion the radiographic evaluation
was promptly repeated. In the anteroposterior view,
the physis appeared broadened compared with the
contralateral toe (figure 2) and the lateral view
clearly identified the dorsal displacement (figure 3).
Considering the imaging results, the patient was
taken to the operating room (OR) and nail bed
wound care, with irrigation and cleansing, was
performed under a regional nerve block. Due to
fracture reduction instability, a provisional transphalangeal fixation with a Kirschner wire was
necessary (figure 4).
The patient was treated with antibiotics starting
with intravenous cefazolin on the OR (hospital

Figure 1 Oblique view misjudging the correct
diagnosis.

policy) and with a regimen of oral amoxicillin/
clavulanic acid for 7 days after discharge.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP

The early management of this lesion, after discharge,
required a close follow-up and a course of oral antibiotics. During the follow-up, the patient presented
no clinical or radiographic signs of osteomyelitis
which is considered the major complication, especially on the delayed treated lesions.
At the last outpatient follow-up, 1-year postinjury, the patient did not present any signs of early

Figure 2 On AP view it is present a subtle widening of
physeal space of distal phalanx of the toe; comparison
with contralateral foot can be helpful. AP, anteroposterior;
D, direita.
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Figure 3 Lateral view shows a clear Salter Harris type I fracture of
distal phalanx of the toe.
Figure 5 1-year postinjury: no compromise of normal function.
physeal arrest, neither pain with weight-bearing nor compromised normal function (figure 5).

DISCUSSION

The original description of this injury was initially highlighted by
Pinckney et al1 and they describe them as a compound injury of a
Salter Harris type I fracture that when mistreated evolved to an
infection process of the toe.
These injuries result from a forced hyperflexion of the distal
phalanx, which suggests that the vector of tension disrupts the
dorsal toe structures. In fact, the layer of skin between nail
and bone is the thinnest directly above the physis, where the
germinal matrix of the nail (specialised inner layers of epidermis)
and a shallow layer of dermis at the base of the nail would easily
disrupt and allow the occurrence of an open physeal fracture.1–4
These lesions may be hidden from view because skin and
toenails of the paediatric population are, in many cases, a very
soiled region. For the same reason, the risk of contamination
and infection is enhanced. Additionally, a late recognition and
treatment makes it prone to complications such as cellulitis and
osteomyelitis.1–4
Several signs should raise concern for this diagnosis: longer
nail length or longer length of the lunula compared with the
contralateral side, which indicates that the nail is positioned over

the nail fold; bleeding around the nail at time of injury4 and,
laceration proximal to the nail fold. A physeal fracture on the
distal phalanx should warn of an open fracture, unless proven
otherwise.4 Clinicians should also be aware that lacerations of
the nail and nail bed with an apparently normal radiograph, in
the scenario of a hyperflexion mechanism, are manifestations of
a possible Salter Harris type I fracture, and this should also be
treated like an open injury.
This lesion should be treated according to the treatment
protocol for open fractures, in a similar way as for Seymour
fractures. That includes digital block, irrigation, debridement
and antibiotic treatment. Despite the temptation to remove a
partially avulsed nail, it should be kept in place as it adds stability
to the fracture.5
In most cases, the fracture is not severely displaced, and the
reduction is easy or even unnecessary, requiring only comfort
measurements such as syndactyly or partial weight bearing.
In some cases, such as late presentation and severe displacement, the fracture can be unstable and require a provisional
Kirschner wire fixation to maintain the reduction. In other cases,

Learning points
►► Our case highlights the importance of being rigorous on

radiographic evaluation. A true lateral and anteroposterior
views are imperative for the correct diagnosis, especially in
the presence of an occasional subtle presentation. When in
doubt, compare with the contralateral foot.
►► Early recognition is the key for a favourable outcome.
Identifying these cases as open fractures with a regimen of
antibiotics lowers the risk of cellulitis and osteomyelitis.
►► Despite a negative radiographic evaluation, facing a nail
outside the eponychium or a nail laceration, we should
suspect of a physeal fracture; an open fracture must be
assumed unless proven otherwise. When in doubt, treat it as
an open injury.
Figure 4 Reduction and transphalangeal fixation with Kirschner wire.
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soft-tissue interposition (eg, germinal matrix) dictates surgical
exploration.6
Treatment with antibiotics is required and the need for an initial
intravenous therapy depends mainly on the clinical presentation.
Patients with delayed treatment and infection signs require intraoperative cultures and benefit from initial intravenous antibiotic
treatment. On the other side, for patients with early diagnosis
a period of 5–7 days of oral antibiotics and close follow-up is
accepted7 (typically, a first-generation cephalosporin or clindamycin). Immobilisation in a postoperative/hard-soled shoe for 4
weeks is recommended.
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